JOEL BERKOWITZ is Chair of the Judaic Studies Department and Associate Professor of Modern Jewish Studies. Dr. Berkowitz earned his Ph.D. at the City University of New York Graduate Center. He taught in the CUNY system and at Oxford University before joining Judaic Studies in 2001. He is the author of Shakespeare on the American Yiddish Stage (2002), editor of Yiddish Theatre: New Approaches (2003), and editor and translator (with Jeremy Dauber) of Landmark Yiddish Plays (2006). He is the founding editor of the Yiddish Theatre Forum. He teaches courses on modern Jewish literature, theatre, history, and film. **In the Spring of 2007, Prof. Berkowitz will be teaching JST/ENG367: Shifting Identities in Modern Jewish Fiction.** Contact: yankl@albany.edu

RACHEL S. HARRIS, who joined the Department as a Lecturer in Hebrew Language and Literature in Fall 2005, was trained in modern Middle Eastern studies at Edinburgh and the School of Oriental and African Studies in London. She is completing a doctorate at St. Peter's College, Oxford University on "The Role of Suicide in Modern Hebrew Literature." Her research interests include Hebrew war poetry, Jewish, Islamic and Ottoman history, Holocaust and second-generation Holocaust literature, and the representation of women in literature. She is a contributor to the Encyclopedia of Jewish Culture (Routledge, 2004). **In the Spring of 2007, Ms. Harris will be teaching HEB308: The Sabra: Hero to Disaffected Youth; and JST272/372: War and Peace: Israeli War Poetry in Translation.** Contact: RSHarris@albany.edu

STANLEY J. ISSER is Professor of Judaic Studies and Affiliate Faculty Member of the Department of History, with a joint appointment in the Religious Studies Program. Dr. Isser was trained at Columbia University, where he earned a doctorate in ancient history with a specialty in Judaism and early Christianity. He is the author of two books, The Dositheans: A Samaritan Sect in Late Antiquity (1976) and The Sword of Goliath: David in Heroic Literature (2003). His research interests in both Jewish and Christian histories include religious sectarianism, messianic thought and movements, and the historical and literary traditions about King David. **In the Spring of 2007, Prof. Isser will be teaching JST/HIS251/JST341/JST341z: Early Israel and Biblical Civilization; JST/HIS/REL291: Messiah and Messianism in Judaism and Christianity; and JST499: David in Heroic Literature.** Contact: sisser@cas.albany.edu

BARRY TRACHTENBERG is Assistant Professor of European Jewish Studies, with expertise in the Holocaust and Affiliate Faculty Member of the Department of History. He was trained in Jewish history at UCLA (Ph.D.), Hebrew University of Jerusalem, and Oxford, and holds degrees from the University of Vermont and Rowan University of New Jersey. He is writing a book tentatively titled “The Revolutionary Roots of Yiddish Scholarship.” **In the Spring of 2007, Prof. Trachtenberg will be teaching JST150: Secular Jewish Identity and Culture; JST/HIS/REL253/JST343: Medieval Jews Among Muslims & Christians; and HIS 531/JST499: Writing and Rewriting the Holocaust.** Contact: btrachtenberg@albany.edu
ADJUNCT & VISITING LECTURERS

ARTHUR BRENNER is Adjunct Instructor of European Jewish history. He studied history at the University of Pennsylvania before earning his doctorate in European history at Columbia University. He has taught at Columbia, New York University, City University of New York, Manhattan College, William Paterson University and Siena College. He wrote Emil J. Gumbel: Weimar German Pacifist and Professor and co-edited Death Squads in Global Perspective with Bruce B. Campbell, as well as several articles on German academic life and political violence in Weimar Germany. He is also an instructor in the Florence Melton Adult Mini-School, a Jewish adult education program. In the Spring of 2007, Dr. Brenner will be teaching JST/HIS257: Western European Jewry, 1770-1918. Contact: artie@nycap.rr.com

DONALD P. CASHMAN is Adjunct Instructor in Judaic Studies, earned his M.A. in Hebrew Literature and received rabbinic ordination at the Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion in New York. Since 1985 he has been the Rabbi of B’nai Sholom Reform Congregation in Albany, where he has taught children, youth, and adults in formal and informal settings. In the Spring of 2007, Rabbi Cashman will be teaching JST/REL155: Judaism: Traditions and Practices. Contact: rabbidpc@yahoo.com

ROBERT EDELMAN is a Lecturer in the Art Department. He is a longtime contributing editor of Leonard Maltin’s Movie Guide and offers film commentary on WAMC (Northeast) Public Radio. In the Spring of 2007, Mr. Edelman will be teaching JST/HIS225: Hollywood and the Jews. Contact: robre25@yahoo.com

YOEL HIRSCHFELD is Assistant Director in the Center for Jewish Studies and an Adjunct Lecturer in the Judaic Studies Department where he has been teaching courses on modern Hebrew language for the past four years. Contact: yoel@cas.albany.edu

RONI KOHN is a Visiting Lecturer in Hebrew Language and Literature. She has been teaching in the Department for the past four years. In the Spring of 2007, Ms. Kohn will be teaching HEB102: Elementary Hebrew II & HEB202: Intermediate Hebrew II. Contact: rone@nycap.rr.com

JOEL LINSIDER is a Visiting Lecturer in Judaic Studies. He translates scholarly and legal materials from Hebrew to English; his translation of Hastening Redemption by Arie Morgenstern, an Israeli historian, was recently published by Oxford University Press. Contact: jlinsider@nycap.rr.com

RACHEL WEITZ is a Visiting Lecturer in Yiddish Language. She teaches classes in elementary and intermediate Yiddish. In the Spring of 2007, Ms. Weitz will be teaching YID102: Elementary Yiddish II. Contact: zeevik@midtel.net

AFFILIATED FACULTY

DONALD BIRN, History
MARTHA T. ROZETT, English
EDWARD SCHWARZSCHILD, English
SHARONA WACHS, Libraries

DAN WHITE, History
ROBERT GLUCK, Music [Teaching AJST231: Modern Jewish Thought in Spring 2007]

EMERITI FACULTY

JUDITH R. BASKIN
SARAH BLACHER COHEN
DANIEL GROSSBERG

TOBY W. GLYMAN
JEROME ECKSTEIN

DEPARTMENTAL SECRETARY

Kathaleen A. Staszak: kstaszak@albany.edu